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A Life Misspent Suryakant Tripathi Nirala 2018-03-05 Suryakant Tripathi 'Nirala', the first modern Hindi poet
of India, is all of sixteen and not conversant with the Khari Boli Hindi of the litterateurs yet when his father
gets him married and sends him off to his in-laws' in Dalmau to fetch his bride. There he meets a strange man
called Kulli Bhaat who claims descent from a family of bards and, despite his mother-in-law's reservations
about Kulli's sexuality, Nirala finds himself drawn to Kulli. Then an influenza epidemic breaks out, claiming
numerous lives, and Nirala's bereavement leaves him without mooring. Adrift on the boat of time, he seeks
employment in various places but finds himself unable to stay away from Dalmau for long. Kulli, in the
meanwhile, has taken a Muslim wife and become a champion of the untouchables. Set in pre-Independence
India, A Life Misspent is as much the account of an unlikely friendship as it is a coming-of-age story. A
memoir on the making of one of the greatest poets of all time.
Yama Mahadevi Verma 2008-09-01 A unique collection of five works, bound together, containing short stories,
poems and Anecdotes by the author.
My Cries and My Triumphs Lisa Bedbak 2021-02-26 My Cries and My Triumphs is my story as I experienced
it as a little girl and as a teenager. This book carries some of my deepest feelings as a kid when I lived in a
small coal-mining town in India. It is also about the influence my mother had on me. Somewhere and
somehow I clung to the hope that someday I was going to thrive, no matter what. This book is about my loss,
pain, trials and tribulations, and hope.

Ramayana Stories in Modern South India Paula Richman 2008 Fresh perspectives on the classic Indiana epic.
Austerity Alberto Alesina 2020-12 A revealing look at austerity measures that succeed—and those that don't
Fiscal austerity is hugely controversial. Opponents argue that it can trigger downward growth spirals and
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become self-defeating. Supporters argue that budget deficits have to be tackled aggressively at all times and at
all costs. Bringing needed clarity to one of today's most challenging economic issues, three leading policy
experts cut through the political noise to demonstrate that there is not one type of austerity but many.
Austerity assesses the relative effectiveness of tax increases and spending cuts at reducing debt, shows that
austerity is not necessarily the kiss of death for political careers as is often believed, and charts a sensible
approach based on data analysis rather than ideology.
Global Modernists on Modernism Alys Moody 2020-01-23 Bringing together works by writers from subSaharan Africa, Turkey, central Europe, the Muslim world, Asia, South America and Australia – many
translated into English for the first time – this is the first collection of statements on modernism by writers,
artists and practitioners from across the world. Annotated throughout, the texts are supported by critical essays
from leading modernist scholars exploring major issues in the contemporary study of global modernism. Global
Modernists on Modernism is an essential resource for students and scholars of modernism and world literature
and one that opens up a dazzling new array of perspectives on the field.

The Indian P.E.N. 1955
Raise Your Game Alan Stein 2019-01-08 Performance coach Alan Stein Jr. shares the secret principles used by
world-class performers that will help you improve your productivity and achieve higher levels of success.
High achievers are at the top of their game because of the discipline they have during the unseen hours. They
have made a commitment to establish, tweak, and repeat positive habits in everything they do. RAISE YOUR
GAME examines the top leaders in sports and business and proves that success is a result of the little things we
do all the time. The basic principles provided in RAISE YOUR GAME are simple, but not easy. We live in an
instantly downloadable world that encourages us to skip steps. We are taught to chase what's hot, flashy and
sexy and ignore what's basic. But the basics work. They always have and they always will. RAISE YOUR
GAME will inspire and empower you to commit to the fundamentals, create a winning mindset, and progress
into new levels of success.
Kalpana Chawla, a Life Anil Padmanabhan 2003 Born into a conservative family in a provincial town, in
Haryana, Kalpana Chawla dreamt of the stars. Through sheer hard work, indomitable intelligence and
immense faith in herself, she became the first indian woman to travel into space, and most remarkably to
travel twice. A shinning career was tragically cut short in the recent Columbia mishap. In this well researched
biography, journalist Padmanabhan talks to people who knew her, family and friends at Karnal, and colleagues
at Nasa, to produce a moving portrait of a woman whose life was unique.

My Family Mahadevi Varma 2021-08-16 My Family is a collection of pen portraits on a few of the many
animals with whom Mahadevi Varma chose to spend her life. Set in a time when human and non-human
worlds were still permeable, the book describes the singular personalities of Mahadevi's adoptive animals and
the unique relationships she enjoyed with each of them. There is Gillu the frisky squirrel, Neelkanth the
gorgeous caring peacock, Sona the affectionate doe with liquid eyes, Neelu the imperious yet loyal mountain
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dog, and others whom Mahadevi magically brings to life on the page. Brilliantly translated by Ruth Vanita and
peppered with Mahadevi's sparkling wit, these sketches depict a memorable life lived with a special chosen
family. In her erudite introduction, Vanita analyses various dimensions of Mahadevi's life and work,
illuminates her historical and literary legacy, and reviews the myriad debates on humans' coexistence with
animals.
Endless Journey of Life and Other Stories Rashmi Malhotra
Lesser Lives: Stories of Domestic Servants in India Nitin Sinha 2021-08-13 ‘Exemplary’ Ravish Kumar 'A
wonderful selection’ Rana Safvi For generations, domestic servants in India have been subjected to neglect,
apathy and cruelty. Though they are known nowadays as the domestic ‘help’, ‘aid’ or ‘staff’, often merely to
meet the requirements of political correctness, their condition remains unchanged for the most part as the
country’s privileged classes have failed to truly address the most pervasive inequalities in their households. In
Lesser Lives, Nitin Sinha and Prabhat Kumar collect short fiction from the Hindi heartland that turns the gaze
onto these continuing disparities. The eleven stories in the book, including Premchand’s ‘Maidservant’,
Mahadevi Varma’s ‘Rama’, Saadat Hasan Manto’s ‘Blouse’, Amarkant’s ‘Bahadur’ and Shekhar Joshi’s ‘Dajyu’,
offer both timeless classics and little-known literary gems, some of which have never been published in
translation before.

Shitala Mitra Desai 2021-02-19 With bags packed and nowhere to go, Tara's plans are crushed by the COVID
pandemic. Waiting it out at home and watching tragic deaths around her makes her furious and helpless at the
same time. An animated conversation with her grandfather about the impending vaccination, adds fuel to the
fire! India enabled vaccination, Nana claims. What an absurd thing to say! More than seven decades after
independence there is hardly any infrastructure in place to respond to this pandemic. It is impossible that a
dilapidated system like this can make such a tall claim. Tara sets out to prove Nana wrong. What she discovers
in the process boggles her mind and shatters her world view. The colonial plunder and erasure of Indic
knowledge extended far beyond her imagination! PRAISE for SHITALA: Mitra has taken up a complex
subject, peeled back all but the critical core and has set out the fundamental truths of Dharma in a simple,
understandable, and enjoyable form. Shitala is a fascinating read. After all, as observed by great Mark Twain,
"Truth is stranger than fiction, but it is because fiction is obliged to stick to possibilities; Truth isn't." Foreword Nilesh Nilkanth Oak: Bestselling author of Rama Ravana Yudh - 12209 BCE Mitra Desai combines ineluctable
historic facts cocooned inside the story of a family that could be almost any Indian family. It is woven around a
delightful story in exactly the same way that our own Indian epics and narratives inform us of our past via the
medium of enchanting stories. Thank you for writing this Mitra Desai. I recommend this book to all Indians.
You will not regret reading it. Dr Shiv Sastry: Surgeon and author of Aryan Invasion: Myth or Fact?
Uncovering the evidence. Want to educate the masses? Do it through storytelling like 'Shitala'! This book is an
eye-opener as it narrates the Ayurvedic references of Shitala, Masurika and contemporary references of their
Bharatiya treatment in a refreshing manner. The author has made an extraordinary effort to show unknown
historical facts, the light of day. I congratulate her and thank her as well on behalf of the entire Ayurvediya
Vaidya fraternity. Dr Pareexit Shevde: MD (Ayu.) and author of Gharoghari Ayurved. The wise physicians
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explained the mechanisms that intertwine the deepest truths of our immune system, physiology, and
microbiome with the larger ecosystems around us. All we have to do is listen and connect with the evidence
collected from centuries of medical experience. As Ayurveda whispers quietly, the profound teachings in the
ancient chapter on janapada-uddhvansa will again come alive as it has in Nana's heart. Dr Bhaswati
Bhattacharya: MPH MD PhD, Physician, Fulbright Specialist in Public Health and author of Everyday
Ayurveda.
Premchand - Short Stories Premchand 2012-08
Telling Stories 2021-11-15 The present volume is a highly comprehensive assessment of the postcolonial short
story since the thirty-six contributions cover most geographical areas concerned. Another important feature is
that it deals not only with exclusive practitioners of the genre (Mansfield, Munro), but also with well-known
novelists (Achebe, Armah, Atwood, Carey, Rushdie), so that stimulating comparisons are suggested between
shorter and longer works by the same authors. In addition, the volume is of interest for the study of aspects of
orality (dialect, dance rhythms, circularity and trickster figure for instance) and of the more or less conflictual
relationships between the individual (character or implied author) and the community. Furthermore, the
marginalized status of women emerges as another major theme, both as regards the past for white women
settlers, or the present for urbanized characters, primarily in Africa and India. The reader will also have the
rare pleasure of discovering Janice Kulik Keefer's “Fox,” her version of what she calls in her commentary
“displaced autobiography’” or “creative non-fiction.” Lastly, an extensive bibliography on the postcolonial short
story opens up further possibilities for research.
A Pilgrimage to the Himalayas and Other Silhouettes from Memory Mahādevī Varmā 2002 These memoirs are
not meant to be mere detached descriptions of incidents nor reportage of my own life story or the life stories of
others. They are emotional journeys begun with the purpose of recreating those moments in which I shared
and lived the feelings and experiences of others. A Pilgrimage to the Himalayas (Smriti Ki rekhyan) is a
curious mix of memoirs, sketches and essays. Ably translated, it describes India as it was before independence
through a series of encounters. As fluid and absorbing as stories, the portraits are marked by a deep sense of
authorial empathy. Also, rarely have the common people of that period been represented so vividly and the
work gives us remarkable insight into their modes of thought, social norms and religious beliefs-in the process
of being redefined but still faithfully pursued by the simple folk who believed in the permanence of the old
ways.

An Evening In Paris And Other Stories Khwaja Ahmad Abbas 2014-07-02 Widely known for his humanistic
outlook and social realism, Khwaja Ahmad Abbas invariably drew inspiration from real-life situations and
characters. In An Evening in Paris And Other Stories, the storyteller charms the reader with aspirational tales
of ordinary men and women, guided forward by a lifelong dream. With dabs of magic realism and tales of
wishful travel to faraway lands coursing through the stories, this is a fascinating collection. Khwaja Ahmad
Abbas, born in Panipat, Haryana, wrote stories and novels in Urdu, Hindi and English, which have been
translated into several Indian and foreign languages. As a screenwriter, his most famous films have been Naya
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Sansaar, Saat Hindustani, Jagte Raho, the Palme d’Or winner Neecha Nagar, and well-known Raj Kapoor
movies like Awara, Shree 420, Mera Naam Joker and Bobby. His column ‘Last Page’, holds the distinction of
being one of the longest-running columns in the history of Indian journalism. Begun in 1935, in Bombay
Chronicle, it was published by the Blitz after the Chronicle’s closure, until his death in 1987. In 1969, Abbas
was awarded the Padma Shri by Government of India. Talking Points Includes some of the finest short stories
by the author, journalist and film director Each story provides a glimpse into the humanistic outlook of the
writer Encompasses a variety of socially relevant themes that were close to the writer’s heart Includes a
milestone interview with Abbas about his views on cinema and filmmaking Worldwide readership/market
Students of Literature, schools and colleges, libraries, journalism schools, story/screenplay writers, vintage book
collectors and general trade

Downfall by Degrees Abdullah Hussein 2003 Downfall by Degrees brings you three short stories and two
novellas by Abdullah Hussein, recipient of the Adamjee Award, Pakistan s highest literary prize.
Encyclopedia of Life Writing Margaretta Jolly 2013-12-04 This is the first substantial reference work in
English on the various forms that constitute "life writing." As this term suggests, the Encyclopedia explores not
only autobiography and biography proper, but also letters, diaries, memoirs, family histories, case histories, and
other ways in which individual lives have been recorded and structured. It includes entries on genres and
subgenres, national and regional traditions from around the world, and important auto-biographical writers, as
well as articles on related areas such as oral history, anthropology, testimonies, and the representation of life
stories in non-verbal art forms.
To Each Her Own 2006
Children's Objective Quiz Dr Ruth Premi 2017-11-30
Travel Writing and the Empire Sachidananda Mohanty 2003 Travel has been a mode of assessment of
territory, of knowledge gathering, and of putting a discursive system into place. This volume, edited and
introduced by Sachidananda Mohanty, brings to you the range of hidden discourses that constituted and
explored the issues central to the political and literary representation of Indian reality, and the politics behind
it.
Altered Destinations Makarand R. Paranjape 2009-10-15 ‘Altered Destinations’ addresses the complex
interrelations of state, nation and identity in India through the medium of culture, and compellingly reframes
the debate in the context of the Gandhian concept of swaraj. Engaging with Gandhi’s classic text ‘Hind Swaraj’,
which envisioned an entirely new form of identity and governance in India in opposition with its colonial
past, Paranjape extends the discussion by exlporing how ideas of autonomy, selfhood, and cultural
independence have been expressed, depicted and studied.
The Routledge Handbook of Ecofeminism and Literature Douglas A. Vakoch 2022-09-19 The Routledge
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Handbook of Ecofeminism and Literature explores the interplay between the domination of nature and the
oppression of women, as well as liberatory alternatives, bringing together essays from leading academics in the
field to facilitate cutting-edge critical readings of literature. Covering the main theoretical approaches and key
literary genres of the area, this volume includes: • Examination of ecofeminism through the literatures of a
diverse sampling of languages, including Hindi, Chinese, Arabic, and Spanish; native speakers of Tamil,
Vietnamese, Turkish, Slovene, and Icelandic. • Analysis of core issues and topics, offering innovative
approaches to interpreting literature, including: activism, animal studies, cultural studies, disability, gender
essentialism, hegemonic masculinity, intersectionality, material ecocriticism, postcolonialism, posthumanism,
postmodernism, race, and sentimental ecology. • Surveys key periods and genres of ecofeminism and literary
criticism, including chapters on Gothic, Romantic, and Victorian literatures, children and young adult
literature, mystery, and detective fictions, including interconnected genres of climate fiction, science fiction,
and fantasy, and distinctive perspectives provided by travel writing, autobiography, and poetry. This collection
explores how each of ecofeminism’s core concerns can foster a more emancipatory literary theory and
criticism, now and in the future. This comprehensive volume will be of great interest to scholars and students
of literature, ecofeminism, ecocriticism, gender studies, and the environmental humanities.
Encyclopaedia of Indian Literature Amaresh Datta 1987 A Major Activity Of The Sahitya Akademi Is The
Preparation Of An Encyclopaedia Of Indian Literature. The Venture, Covering Twenty-Two Languages Of
India, Is The First Of Its Kind. Written In English, The Encyclopaedia Gives A Comprehensive Idea Of The
Growth And Development Of Indian Literature. The Entries On Authors, Books And General Topics Have
Been Tabulated By The Concerned Advisory Boards And Finalised By A Steering Committee. Hundreds Of
Writers All Over The Country Contributed Articles On Various Topics. The Encyclopaedia, Planned As A SixVolume Project, Has Been Brought Out. The Sahitya Akademi Embarked Upon This Project In Right Earnest
In 1984. The Efforts Of The Highly Skilled And Professional Editorial Staff Started Showing Results And The
First Volume Was Brought Out In 1987. The Second Volume Was Brought Out In 1988, The Third In 1989,
The Fourth In 1991, The Fifth In 1992, And The Sixth Volume In 1994. All The Six Volumes Together
Include Approximately 7500 Entries On Various Topics, Literary Trends And Movements, Eminent Authors
And Significant Works. The First Three Volume Were Edited By Prof. Amaresh Datta, Fourth And Fifth
Volume By Mohan Lal And Sixth Volume By Shri K.C.Dutt.

Sketches from My Past Mahādevī Varmā 1994 The late Indian social activist recounts her efforts to help her
nation's women and poor
Meri Priya Kahaniyan 1977
Links in the Chain Mahādevī Varmā 2003 This collection, a part of Katha Studies in Culture and Translation
Series, brings to the reader 11 incisive and insightful essays on the plight of the Indian woman. Recipient of
the Padma Bhushan and Bharatiya Jnanpith Award, Mahadevi Varma is a celebrated Hindi poet. These essays
offer a host of perspectives on the circumstantial obligations of Indian women.
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Hindi 2000
Word as Mantra Robert L. Hardgrave 1998 This collection brings together some of the best and the most recent
international scholarship on Raja Rao. Word as Mantra provides diverse critical as well as personal perspectives
on Raja Rao the writer, the teacher, the philosopher, and the man commemorating the coming of age of Indian
English writing.
One Day in the Season of Rain Mohan Rakesh 2015-04-24 In a remote village in the foothills of the Himalayas,
a gifted but unknown poet named Kalidas nurtures an unconventional romance with his youthful muse,
Mallika. When the royal palace at Ujjayini offers him the position of court poet, Kalidas hesitates, but Mallika
persuades him to leave for the distant city so that his talent may find recognition. Convinced that he will send
for her, she waits. He returns years later, a broken man trying to reconnect with his past, only to discover that
time has passed him by. // A classic of postcolonial theatre, Mohan Rakesh’s Hindi play is both an unforgettable
love story and a modernist reimagining of the life of India’s greatest classical poet. It comes alive again in
Aparna and Vinay Dharwadker’s new English translation, authorized by the author’s estate. This literary
rendering is designed for performance on the contemporary cosmopolitan stage, and it is enriched by extensive
commentary on the play’s contexts, legacy, themes and dramaturgy.
Divya Yashpal 2009-02-10 ‘His ideas and his contribution to Indian literature were . . . revolutionary’ —The
Hindu Divya leads a blissful life within the secure walls of the palace even as the world outside rages with
caste politics and religious strife, until one night of pleasure changes her entire world. She gets pregnant only
to be spurned by her lover. To preserve her high born family’s name she leaves her sheltered existence and
trudges through life on her own, first as a slave and then as a court dancer. Adversity finally opens her eyes to
the truth—a woman of a high family is not free. Only a prostitute is free. Divya decides that, by enslaving her
body, she will preserve the freedom of her mind. Set in the first century BC against a background of the
conflict for supremacy between Hindu and Buddhist ideologies, Divya is a poignant tale that combines vivid
imagination with rich historical details. ‘Reminiscent of George Orwell . . . Here too is the biting satire of
society as seen through the savage eye of an uncompromising non-conformist’—Dawn
The War that Made R&AW 2021
Unarchived Histories Gyanendra Pandey 2013-12-17 For some time now, scholars have recognized the archive
less as a neutral repository of documents of the past, and rather more as a politically interested representation of
it, and recognized that the very act of archiving is accompanied by a process of un-archiving. Michel Foucault
pointed to "madness" as describing one limit of reason, history and the archive. This book draws attention to
another boundary, marked not by exile, but by the ordinary and everyday, yet trivialized or "trifling." It is the
status of being exiled within – by prejudices, procedures, activities and interactions so fundamental as to not
even be noticed – that marks the unarchived histories investigated in this volume. Bringing together
contributions covering South Asia, North and South America, and North Africa, this innovative analysis
presents novel interpretations of unfamiliar sources and insightful reconsiderations of well-known materials
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that lie at the centre of many current debates on history and the archive.
Premchand on Culture and Education Shuby Abidi 2021-11-17 Premchand on Culture and Education is a select
collection of Premchand's journalistic articles, essays, and editorials, in English translation, written in journals
like Madhuri, Hans and Jagran from 1928 to 1936. Indian society then witnessed an extemely perilous phase
with British imperialism, capitalism, and aggressive nationalism distracting indians from the path of honesty,
equality, and brotherhood. The present collection of Premchand's non-fiction prose is an amalagamation of his
impressions of, and responses to, the upheavals taking place in the politically and socially charged decade of the
1930s of the 20th century. Like a torchbearer, Premchand educated and guided public opinion on a wide range
of issues such as education, culture, communalism, language, arts, and the Gurukul system of education, famous
universities, broadcasting, and cinema. Nearly all the articles/essays/editorials were written to combat the
topical crisis, but the nature of the articles and the solutions provided have a bearing even today. Just as nonfiction is called the genre of the future, this collection of Premchand's non-fiction prose will be conducive for
posterity and will facilitate fresh avenues of research on Premchand. Please note: Taylor & Francis does not sell
or distribute the Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
The Light of Asia Sir Edwin Arnold 1890
Awakening Somatic Intelligence Risa F. Kaparo, Ph.D. 2012-05-29 Awakening Somatic Intelligence: The Art
and Practice of Embodied Mindfulness—Transform Pain, Stress, Trauma, and Aging offers a guide to Somatic
Learning, an innovative body-oriented approach that incorporates mindfulness, visualization, breathing
exercises, postures, and stretches. Developed by author, psychotherapist, and award-winning songwriter and
poet Risa Kaparo, PhD, Somatic Learning is based on leading-edge research demonstrating the power of the
mind to activate physiological, mental, and emotional healing. Kaparo has successfully used her approach with
patients suffering from chronic pain, high blood pressure, and mood disorders including depression and
anxiety. Recounting her own struggle with chronic pain, Kaparo begins with a moving description of her
journey from crippling pain to renewed health and aliveness. Kaparo introduces the concepts and
characteristics of Somatic Learning, a method that grew out of her personal healing experience. Incorporating
the latest brain research in mindfulness and neuroplasticity, the book presents breathing exercises; postures and
stretches for morning and bedtime; instructions for integrating mindfulness practice into one's daily life; and
ways of deepening the practice through touch and caring interaction with others. Enhanced with over 100
detailed instructional photos and illustrations, the book includes inspiring case stories and the author's own
expressive poetry that illuminate the healing power of this practice.
The Resthouse Aḥmad Nadīm Qāsimī 2003 From faces to movements, The Resthouse is a great collection of
Urdu short stories that try to locate people in reference to their root and culture. Qasimi s intent observations
and shrewd eye for detail is noteworthy. An active member of the Progressive Writer s Movement, Qasimi is
one of the most admired Pakistani writers.
My Family Ruth Vanita 2021
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The Second Nose and Other Stories Yashpal 2006 The stories in this anthology, some of them appearing for the
first time in English translation, seek to give a larger view of Yashpal as a short-story writer as well as provide
a taste of his forthright approach to the questions of his times. Whether exploring the theme of the complicity
of the ruled with the rulers, or the unquestioning supplication of human beings to a deity or faith, or social
reform and social protest, the stories are coloured by the author's deep concern for the India he fought for and
dreamt of. In a world weary of territorial strife, religious rancour and social iniquities, the stories are perhaps
more relevant today than when they were written almost fifty years back.
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